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Social Media  
Please follow us on Twitter @AHSYork or

Facebook to keep up to date with the latest news and events!

Head’s Introduction

We welcome all feedback and thank all parents for 
their valuable contributions. If you have a query 
or simply an observation about the school please 
complete the form online.

AHS Feedback 

Dear Parents and Carers,

As we approach the beginning of the important 
examination period for Year 11 and Post 16, I 
would just like to remind families that should 
they require any individual support, please do not 
hesitate to contact the school (Year 11: Mr Williams, 
Miss McDermott, Mrs Chappell; Sixth Form: Miss 
De Lashley, Mrs Hopkinson-Kearney).  The vast 
majority of students are working extremely hard 

and we will continue to do everything we can to support them.

I have also enjoyed leading Chapel Assembly this week and having the 
opportunity to give students a period of calm and reflection among 
the busyness that is school life.

Food for Thought
This week during Collective Worship 
form groups have been thinking about 
knowledge and ignorance.  One of the 
quotes we have spent some time 
thinking about is:

“People with understanding want more 
knowledge, but fools just want more 
foolishness.”  The Bible, Proverbs 15:14

To receive the daily Thought for the Day straight to your phone 
or other electronic device sign up to @AHSChaplaincy on Twitter.

16-27 Apr

Sun 29 Apr

30 Apr-2 May

Thu 3 May

Fri 4 May

Mon 7 May

Fri 25 May

28 May-1 Jun

Mon 4 Jun

Y10 Work Experience

Cape Town trip returns

Y9 visit Thackray Medical Museum

Summer Concert, 7.00pm, Main Hall

Y11 Alton Towers Reward trip

May Bank Holiday (school closed)

School finishes for half term holiday at 3.10pm

Half Term

Students return

Upcoming Events

Super 7s Club Challenge - Spring Term
A huge well done to all those students who take part in the many extra 
curriculum opportunities.

The winner and runners-up for the number of clubs attended last term 
is as follows: 

 Winner:  Frankie Garcia, 7Hf – 84 clubs

 Second place: Thomas Wilson, 7Bl – 79 clubs

 Third place Neve Mitchell, 7Gr – 49 clubs

Absolutely superb!   Well done.  (Mrs Edmondson)

Launch trip to The Brilliant Club
Last week, twelve Year 7 and 8 students visited 
the University of Manchester to take part in The 
Brilliant Club launch.

The Brilliant Club is a university access programme for secondary schools 
in the UK.  The purpose is to increase the number of students from non-
selective state schools who progress to highly selective universities.

Students received university-style lectures, a campus tour and spoke to 
existing university students.  Over the next three weeks, students will be 
visited in school by a PhD tutor who will help them put together a 1500-
word project.  The project will then be printed in an academic journal 
and students will take part in a university graduation ceremony.
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This Week’s 
Main School News

Year 12 Travel Group
The Year 12 Travel and Tourism group have 
recently enjoyed listening to the ‘Visit York’ 
presentation regarding how they aim to 
increase the tourism sector, a major employer 
in York.  Lots of interesting information 
including how they target the Chinese 
growing tourism market and also the use 
of Apps to enable visitors to understand the 
tourist facilities.

Allotment News
We have started our regular Friday Allotment Club 
and have been planting seeds now the weather 
has warmed up a bit.  Look out for updates on how 
are ‘theatrical’ plants grow, including purple carrots 
and edible flowers.

Literacy News
AHS English Writing Blog
Students are warmly invited and encouraged to 
visit the new AHS English writing blog at www.
ahswriting.wordpress.com.

Here, students can explore examples of their 
teachers’ writing, as well as having the opportunity to submit their own 
writing to be read by peers and teachers.  Students are encouraged to 
submit examples of their own personal, creative writing, or pieces they 
have done in class and are proud of.  Through the blog, students can 
then read and comment on each other’s work, or directly Tweet their 
writing to the AHS English Twitter feed.

All students need to do is click on the ‘Submit Writing’ button on the 
main menu, type it up or copy and paste it from a document, and wait 
for it to be approved by their teacher.  After that, their writing will appear 
on the website for all to read!

Blog Post of the Week
By Katie Watson, 9Mc

Writing with a viewpoint:  Letter to CEO of Primark 
concerning use of sweat shops. 

Dear CEO of Primark,

Recently, I watched a disturbing documentary on fast fashion. 
The conditions these poor workers are put through is appalling.  
How could you be so inconsiderate?  Their lives matter, just like ours.  
Because of your selfishness and greed for money these people are put 
through treacherous conditions in order to make our lives better.  How 
is that just in the slightest?  What is the true cost?

Some people argue that fast fashion isn’t a big problem and doesn’t 
need to be sorted.  This is because they think that because it’s not them 
making these people do the work that it’s all fine and doesn’t bother 
them because it doesn’t concern them and cannot do anything 
about it.  Which is not the case; if we get enough people to support 
the idea that fast fashion is terrible and should definitely be sorted 
then we can all work together to make a difference and help these 
innocent workers.  Also, places like Primark offer great deals and is 
quite affordable for most people, the more unfortunate ones who 
can’t afford mainstream higher brands come to your stores because 
it is cheap, which in all fairness isn’t a bad thing, but you get so much 
profit from your brand because it is such a recognisable one, why can’t 
you afford to pay your workers more?  It is ridiculous!

Firstly, the conditions these people are put through are horrific.  They 
work in very unstable factories with many dangers to them.  Faulty 
electrics, cracked walls and falling rubble.  The managers know about 
these conditions but still force these workers to slave away making and 
churning out millions of clothes for us; millions of clothes that 1 million 
tons of it gets wasted and thrown into land fill each year, all because 
of our hunger for fashion.  The conditions are so bad that 1400 factory 
workers lost their precious lives when a fast fashion factory collapsed 
with all the workers still inside, because they were forced to work to 
their limits to make us happier.  Even though the managers knew 
about the dangers of the factory, they still made them work for us.  We 
lead this to happen.  If it wasn’t for our greediness this wouldn’t have 
happened.  How can we as a country be so selfish to let things like this 
happen?  It needs to stop….. Now!

Unjust.  Simply unjust.  Do we really need to buy a new top every 
time we go out for a meal?  We are torturing people for our sake.  Just 
because you think its “uncool” or “not fashionable” to be seen wearing 
the same clothes multiple times.  You need to get your act together.  
People are suffering greatly for your benefit of not being “uncool” or 
“unfashionable”.  It’s absolutely ridiculous!  Innocent, vulnerable people 
are doing so much hard work and putting their heart and soul into this: 
and for what?  They receive a precious, tiny amount of 14p an hour.  Tell 
me how anyone is supposed to live off that.  14p.  It is unbelievable.  
Have some justice and compassion for these people.  They are doing 
all of this for you.  You are making people’s lives a misery.

Overall, I strongly believe that this problem needs to stop immediately 
and needs to be sorted sharply.  Not just for the workers’ benefit, for 
yours too.  You can make a change.  Stop manufacturing so many 
clothes.  Help these people.  You can make a change.

Human life.  Children’s lives.  Everyone’s lives.  You can make a change 
for the better.  Yours faithfully, Katie Watson

Accelerated Reader
It’s been a very impressive week for Year 7; students have completed 
over 200 quizzes!  Well done to our Quizzers of the Week.  Next week, we 
will announce which Form has completed the most quizzes during April.  
Winners will enjoy bacon sandwiches with Mr Daly!

Form 
Group

Total 
Quizzes 
taken

Quizzes 
this 

week
Top Quizzer

Points 
per Form

7Bl 257 20 Thomas Wilson 1231

7Bm 237 13 Ellis Jolly 1302

7By 100 8 George Edwards 565

7Cy 209 10 Jamie Holm 964

7Gr 210 38 Jess Taylor 1004

7Hf 250 38 Harry Gibbins 1458

7Hv 145 24 Ciaran Fleming 613

7Kx 121 4 Heidi Fothergill 755

7NTh 153 40 Tom O’Brien 809

7Wm 199 14 Ben Longstaff 1156
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This Week’s 
Sixth Form News

Rewards and Recognition

The Gold Award  -  At Archbishop Holgate’s, we truly value hard work and effort.  Each week, Heads of Year select 

two members of their year group to appear on the “Wall of Excellence” reflecting exceptional work and effort 

where students have done something extra special in lessons or in the wider life of the school.  Winners of the 

Gold Award will receive a weekly prize.  The following students have been awarded the Gold Award.

Ethan Clifford, 7By -  For his commitment to the Year 7 Council 
and his superb organisation.   Well done!  Mrs Edmondson 

Taylor Gray Richardson, 7NTh - For caring for her friends and 
supporting a new member of Year 7 ‘settle in’.  Well done!  Mrs 
Edmondson 

Dianne Choi, 8ALa -  Dianne is a hardworking, conscientious 
student who has coped fantastically well with little, initial 
knowledge of the English language.  Well done Dianne.  Mrs 
Avey

Fin Wood, 8Wr -  Fin continues to be a quiet, reliable, conscientious  
student, who is a credit to his form and the year group.  Well done 
Fin.  Mrs Avey

Joshua Robinson, 9Al -  For lovely focus and behaviour during 
form time!  Pleasure to have in the form.  Mrs Appleyard

Grace Pickering, 9Di - For being a supportive member of the 
form to a returning student and living out the school values.  
Miss Dixon.

Annie Thompson, 11Wb -  For continued hard work and 
commitment in the run up to the exams.  Mr Williams 

Josephine Sinaga, 11Li - For an excellent commitment to lessons 
and private revision.  Well done.  Mr Williams 

Poppy McArthy, 12Lv -  For excellent attendance, focus and 
commitment to her subjects – great feedback from subject 
teachers.  Mrs Hopkinson-Kearney 

Max Dunning, 12Da -  For excellent attendance, diligence 
and perseverance – great feedback from his Form Tutor.  Mrs 
Hopkinson-Kearney

Lauren Walton, 13La -  For outstanding effort in Law.  Miss De 
Lashley 

George Ray, 13KKe -  For outstanding effort in Law.  Miss De 
Lashley 

PLEASE SHARE:  If you would like to share students’  achievements in the community with us, then please email jsissons@
archbishopholgates.org.  It’s always nice to celebrate what students are accomplishing outside of school

Reminder - Fulford Exams
Any students with exams at Fulford must confirm their transport 
details with Mrs Walton.  Some exams are full day and will require 
own arrangements to be made.  If there is any difficulty, we can 
make arrangements to accommodate. 

Year 13 Final payments for Prom and 
Hoodies
Full payment must be made by Monday 30 April 

Year 13 UCAS
Offers should now have been accepted and firm and insurance 
choices communicated with Form Tutors.  Student Finance 
applications should currently be underway and university 
accommodation details should be released via first choice 
universities.  Should parents have any questions please do not 
hesitate to get in touch.

Year 13 Leavers’ Assembly
This year we are hosting a Leavers’ Assembly to include families. 
We feel that these occasions would be more celebratory if 
families were included.  This year’s Leavers’ Assembly will take 
place on Thursday 24 May, 7.00-8.00pm, in the Main School 
Hall.  There will be a short celebratory service led by the Bishop 
of Hull followed by an assembly with Miss De Lashley, Mr Daly 
and the Year 13 Form Tutor Team.  There will be cheese and 
wine reception.  Your attendance at both parts of the evening 
would make the event a special way to mark the end of the two 
year period. 
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Soldering:  a process in which two or more items (usually 
metal) are joined together by melting and putting a filler 
metal (solder) into the joint.  Soli-: from the Latin ‘solidus’, 
meaning solid.

OF THE WEEK

 
Sports Corner

Mrs Lambert’s Year 9 RE students have been considering religious beliefs about the environment and we’ve produced some TRULY excellent, 
thoughtful and detailed work, following some enquiry based learning.  Check out our fab efforts below!  Mrs Lambert and Mrs Howell were VERY 
impressed, especially when we used our coloured pens to make further annotations and improvements!

AND… Mrs Lambert’s Year 7 RE students could rival Year 11 when answering a 12 mark question!!!  
Check out our planning for this tough evaluation based exam question: ‘Evil and Suffering is God’s 
fault’.  Evaluate this statement.  Maybe we need to come along to the Revision Session for Year 11 
on Saturday 12 May and show them how it’s done! 

@music_ahs:   With @JohnSentamu after 

a short and intimate concert with 30 

people before their celebratory dinner for 

@ABYyouthtrust.  Thank you for having us 

and thank you for feeding us all too!

Football
Huge congratulations to former student, Harry 

Sheppard, who has signed as a professional player at 

Championship club, Sheffield United.  During his time 

at Archbishop’s, Harry was a key member of the multi 

trophy winning school football team.  He has also 

previously played for York City Juniors, Osbaldwick and 

Tadcaster Albion.  We are all absolutely delighted for 
him and wish him all the very best in his future career.  

GCSE Moderation
Year 11 GCSE PE Moderation takes place on 
Monday 30 April.  We wish all the students involved 
the very best of luck.  Let’s show the moderator 
how good you all are! 

Volleyball
A fantastic turn out for the new York Volleyball 
Club run session after school on Wednesday. 
Over 20 students applied their range of skills 
from the dig to the set.  If you are interested in 
joining please come along!
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Year 11 Rewards

Each week,  teachers identify students who are going above and beyond in their lessons.  The following students have all been nominated by 
teachers for demonstrating exceptional effort in their lessons.  Well done!   Vouchers will be awarded to:

 Courtney Mainprize  Georgia Timms   Gabbie Miller  Alice Wainwright
 Chloe Rochester   Owen Duffin   Sophie Kirkman  Jak Ostergaard

The following students will have their work displayed on the school’s  ‘Wall of Excellence’:

  Elke Witter     Alex Hay    Courtney Mainprize
  Evie Scotter    Lia Thompson   Nita Jashari
  Bailey Saxton    Charlie Cain   Charlie Jebson King
  Daniel Graham    Ellie Croft    Georgia Timms
  Henry Hudson    Izzy Shutt   Kieran O’Gormley
  Mae Tipping    Teigan Bickerdike   Cameron Boardman
  Daniel Myers    Emma Gilbert   Gabbie Miller
  Maisie Outhart    Marcus Horner   Matthew Jackson
  Melissa Seavers    Nicole Powell   Rhean Kearney
  Adam Jackson    Alice Wainwright   Alisha Curzon
  Alisha Ingledew    Dan Durkin   Erika Pearse
  Ethan Barnett    Jacob Morrell   Kennedy Elmer 
  Kieran Chesher     Lily Tibble   Tom Smith
  Umut Aktas    Ethan Barnett   Kennedy Elmer 
  Chloe Rochester    Emese Ungar   Josephine Sinaga
  Juliette Harpa Williams   Kitty May   Maia Kazakova Garcia
  Sophie Alvarez Bronfman    Ellie Gray   Ellie Heppell
  Ellie Jenkinson    Leo Smith   Megan Haslehurst
  Owen Duffin    Zuha Naveed   Abi Robinson
  Bryn Martin    Ella Pickering   Evie Milner 
  Fraser Horn     Harrison Pincombe  Harry Johnson
  Imogen Lewis Ogden   Kieran Bulmer    Korben Wilson
  Leah Outterson     Lily Moody   Rebecca Mardell
  Sophie Kirkman    Rosie Chivers    Annie Thompson
  Harith Timen    Helena Matravers   Iona Ffrench-Adams
   Jak Ostergaard    Kharys Day    Nele Haendlmayer 

Vacancies
Archbishop Holgate’s School

Music & Media Technician
Full year, part time (18.5 hours per week)
Grade 6:  £10,304 - £11,663 (actual salary)

Pathfinder MAT
Mobile School Cleaner 

Full year, part time,  20 hours per week
(variable shifts and school locations)

£8.75 per hour

For more information visit
http://www.pathfindermat.co.uk/new-vacancies-holder/

Get Exam Ready! 
Top Tip #10: Instead of writing full 
responses to questions, try planning 
out a number of questions in detail.  
You could use the Cornell Note-

Taking method.  Split your page into 3 boxes: 
a main section for key notes, a section for 
quotations/context and a section for a one 
sentence summary.  Spend 10-15 minutes 
planning.  If you get stuck, read through your notes to help fill in any 
gaps. 
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In this edition... The greatest living  
Englishman  

H 
ello I’m Millie, a part of the BBC 
schools reports team and I  

really enjoy running. I run as 

part of an athletics team in York and 

love to take part and volunteer at the 

weekly parkrun at the Knavesmire. 

 

Hearing about Roger Bannister really  

inspired me because of the passion we 

both have for running and how he just ran 

for the love of it. He also did others things 

apart from running such as being a  

physician and having a medical career,  

he was a neurologist. 

 On 6th May 1954 in Oxford, England 

on an Iffley road track he became the first 

person in recorded history to run the mile 

in under four minutes in 3:59.4. It all  

started when he was born in Middlesex on 

March 23, 1929 when his parents couldn’t 
afford to send him to university, so he ran 

his way into it by getting a track  

scholarship to Oxford, where he studied 

medicine and became a running sensation. 

He declined to run the 1500m in the 1948 

London Olympics, because of his medical 

studies but did the 1500m later on in 1952 

in Helsinki. 

 The most famous race he is known for 

was the sub 4 minute mile. Bannister was 

running for the amateur athletic  

association in Oxford against runners from 

the university in their annual match. He 

ran with two friends who were pacemakers 

and then he sprinted the last 200 yards in 

record time. However, this record was 

beaten later that month by John Landy 

from Australia by less than a second – the 

two, by then, were rivals. 

 He finished his medical degree and 

became a practicing neurologist and  

neuroscience researcher and served as 

director of the National Hospital for  

Nervous Diseases in London. Amazingly 

he was knighted in 1975 too. 

 Sadly the runner got Parkinson’s  
disease and died on 3rd march 2018 at  

the respectable age of 88.  

Sir Roger 
Bannister 

Article by Millie 
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Article by Connor 
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Article by Prisha 
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Brexit 
Article by Prisha 
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Should we have 
a second EU  
Referendum? 

A 
fter the close result of 48.2%  

remain and 51.9% leave in the 

UK, parliament have been  

preparing to leave the EU. Since the  

referendum the UK economy has  

plummeted and has left the pound at 

its lowest ever.  

 Furthermore, since the referendum 

many large companies have moved 

their company headquarters to the 

continent. Because of the migration of 

companies, the UK economy has  

experienced further suffering, which 

has seen the economic value of  

companies in the UK lose a lot of  

money, as it costs a lot more to import 

goods because of the pound’s value.  
A classic example of how goods have 

been affected is Toblerone: they had to 

reduce the mass of their chocolate bar 

by 10% - a fact that made headline 

news! 

 One reason to support another  

referendum is the fact that most of the 

pulling factors for some people were 

false. Some, for example, was that the 

NHS would receive a large amount of 

money and that the UK would be able 

to control their borders, but most  

people would argue they haven’t seen 
evidence of this yet.  

 Furthermore, the person who was  

supporting Brexit the most: Nigel  

Farage, now wants to have a second 

referendum because he feels that the 

trade deal that the UK will come out of 

the EU will be so bad it will be  

pointless! 

 Overall, I think that the public have 

been misled and now that the facts 

have been released I think we should 

get a chance to vote again based on 

true information.  

F 
rom the viewpoint of a young adult, 

I would say that Brexit is a bad 

idea… big time. Yes, I don’t have 
experience in voting nor influence in  

politics, but I have grown up in one of the 

most drastically changing societies and 

the increase in racial tension is worrying. 

 Many of the voters who voted leave 

were of the older  

generation, but to 

my surprise among 

these voters there 

were also young 

people like myself. 

 This makes me 

wonder what the  

advantages are to 

leaving, because at the moment it seems 

like the Brexit referendum is making it 

easier to normalise racist and hateful acts. 

This can be seen in the increase in hate 

crime since the referendum was  

announced: incidents surged by 23% 

from 40,741 to 49,921, as well as  

devastating attacks toward Muslim  

people. It makes me question how far 

people are willing to go and what drives 

them. 

 Shocking evidence suggests some 

people are wanting to physically scar 

people for their faith. A common  

argument for the attacks is simply 

‘getting rid of terrorists’, but why should a 
large population be held accountable for 

the action of a small minority  

within their own faith? Let me turn the 

tables for you… 

 Should people of Britain be held  

accountable for what their ancestors did 

during the British Empire, the murder, 

genocide the colonization? No! In my 

opinion, people who hold Islamophobic 

views have failed to do their research, as 

many religions have 

violent sides to them, 

just as Christianity 

once did (in order to 

justify crusades and 

genocides)!  

 Many voters who 

voted leave, seemed 

to have the view that 

they wanted the government to pay, or 

that they wanted to control the  

government rather than be controlled, 

but such remarks make the government 

out to be a dictator and Britain as a  

country under strict government rule. 

Many fail to see the freedom in the UK: 

the right to free speech allows the public 

to criticize the government, the right to 

practice a person’s faith holds such an 
important role, the fact that we allow  

different cultures to bloom, the very fact 

that I am allowed to write this.  

 Brexit may have a mixed, good or bad, 

outcome. But it should not pave the way 

for bigotry, prejudice or racism in a nation 

where so many opportunities are open 

for all people.  

“Since the referendum,  
incidents of hate crime 

have surged by 23%.”  

BREXIT 

Politics 

Article by Prisha 

Article by Oliver 
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School stress sending  
students over  
the edge 

P 
upils are being pushed to their 

breaking point with constant  

testing and pressure. Primary staff 

say that the amount of pressure tests put 

10 and 11 years olds under is “excessive.”  
 The government is in the process of 

reforming the new education system, 

making courses harder and more  

dependent on examinations and many 

students are finding it hard to keep up. 

One school counsellor in Warwickshire 

stated that “it’s not surprising pupils are 

becoming increasingly mentally ill” due 
to the amount of pressure they’re under. 
He claims children and teenagers have 

‘no freedom’ outside of their exams. 
Around 89% of children with a mental 

illness say that the main factor behind it 

is pressure from school and many  

teachers have had to share the role of a 

counsellor due to the fact that, either, 

there isn’t one or, they’re so  
overscheduled that many students are 

left struggling with no form of support.  

 But this is also putting pressure on 

teachers, with one primary teacher from 

Somerset stating: “Teachers are not  
social workers, psychologists or  

therapists but are increasingly expected 

to fulfil these roles.” The government has 
not commented on the ridiculous  

pressure and overcrowded curriculum 

put on children, however a spokesman 

said how they are looking to spend £1.4 

billion into improving mental health  

services.  

S 
ome of the world’s most beloved 
and prolific authors are women, 

from Jane Austen to JK Rowling, 

women have been rocking the book  

industry since the beginning. In fact, 9 out 

of the 10 best-selling authors in the UK in 

2017 were women, led by Margaret  

Atwood, Sarah Perry and Helen Dunmore, 

making over 5.5 million pounds worth of 

sales between them in just that year alone. 

 This however, isn’t represented well by  
the awards given within the last ten years, 

whose recipients have been more often 

male than female. In which female loved 

books are over looked for those that are 

preferred by male reviewers. The table on 

the right gives just a small insight into the 

gender gap of the last few years.  

 The gap between male and female 

winners of Nobel prizes is especially  

worrying, as the literature prize contains 

the most female winners from any of the 

categories, and is still overtaken by men. 

 Since the Nobel Prize first began in 

1901 there have been 49 female winners, 

14 of which were for literature. Male  

writers, on the other hand have won 825 

awards since 1901, over 88 of which have 

been for literature, which in comparison is 

shocking. Isn’t it time to stand up against 
this? 

Gender imbalance? 
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Article by Alice 

Article by Catie 

One hundred years since the suffrage movement won women the right to vote, 
there are still issues of gender imbalance in the media we award and consume. 

Award Male winners Female Winners 

Booker Prize 7 3 

Costa Book of the Year 5 5 

Nobel Prize for Literature 7 3 

Pulitzer Prize for Fiction 6 3 



Article by Oliver 

I 
n modern day society, we are  

bombarded with news stories from 

millions of websites. Because of this 

wide range of sources through which we 

receive news, it has become quite a  

competitive market. With this competition 

rising, some news agencies have turned to 

a method that completely contradicts their 

purpose: fake news. 

 Fake news is 

basically when a 

news agency or an 

individual releases 

false information 

for profitable gains. 

They can do this by 

drawing readers in 

with ‘clickbait’ or 
by simply posting 

‘fake’ information. 
Publishers also hope that by releasing fake 

news they will receive more web traffic to 

their website. 

 In recent times we have seen a great 

increase in fake news accusations. One in 

particular is Donald Trump’s accusation of 
the US media. He particularly targeted The 

New York Times, ABC News and CNN and 

put them at the top 3 of his ‘Fake News 
Awards’. Along with the release of the 
‘Fake News Awards’, Trump also said 

“2017 was a year of unrelenting bias,  
unfair news coverage, and even downright 

fake news.” 
 Through all of this evidence, we can 

tell that there is a definite issue with fake 

news, but there are ways to avoid the trap. 

A way to do this by checking your sources! 

You can do this by searching what you 

have heard online and 

go to multiple 

‘reliable websites’. If 
there is continuity 

between the articles, 

then it is most likely a 

true story. However, if 

the statistics or factual 

information vary, then 

you may want to 

avoid that particular 

news story as it may 

not be legitimate. Another way to avoid 

the fake or biased news is by seeking  

neutral sources. This means that you go to 

a website or source where the author or 

publisher has no opinion on the matter; 

they are just reporting the situation. 

 Fake news is becoming a rising  

problem in society. As it becomes more 

and more common in society how will we 

know if we can trust any news, will it all be 

fake?  

Fake news 

Is the NHS  
in crisis? 

I 
t’s on the television, in the House 
of Commons and nearly  

everywhere in our lives… 

 The NHS helps the sick get back to 

health, providing many different forms 

of treatment to help us live our lives in 

the best possible way. However, is the 

NHS in trouble? Are there enough 

beds for the amount of people in  

desperate need of them? And why is it 

at breaking point now when it is 

known to be the best health service in 

the world? 

 The National Health Service is  

renowned for free healthcare, where  

everyone can seek treatment equally 

by paying a fair amount of what they 

earn through their taxes to the  

government in case they need it. So, 

why is it at breaking point? With  

people waiting in the corridors for a 

bed, maybe terminally ill?  

 The reason is because not enough 

funding is going into the NHS as the  

government has cut back, leaving  

hospitals without the finances to be 

able to provide expensive treatments 

for those with rare genetic diseases, as 

well as have enough beds for a  

growing population. As funding 

shrinks the efficiency of the NHS gets 

worse unless something is done. 

 Theresa May has said she wants to  

create ‘a revolution’ by opening up 
21,000 new posts to treat an extra  

million patients a year. However, this 

doesn’t resolve the unfair wages NHS 
workers currently receive. 

 She claims she wants to change the 

‘historic imbalance’ between mental 
and physical health, so may look at 

more funding in the future, but will 

this actually happen? 

Article by Alice 
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R 
ecent research conducted by WHO 

(World Health Organisation)  

revealed that bottled water sold by 

companies, contain micro plastics which 

are small enough to be ingested.  

 These small micro plastics were found 

in many major water brands, but it was 

quoted by a scientist on the team that “all 
the bottles were contaminated to some 

degree”, which sounds somewhat  
frightening! 

 Plastics that were most commonly 

found in the water were polypropylene, 

nylon, polystyrene and polyethylene. The 

most commonly detected plastic was  

polypropylene as it was 54% of all the 

plastic found in the samples. This suggests 

that part of the problem with plastic  

bottles is the industrial processes used to 

create them. This is evident because  

polypropylene is used for creating the 

bottle caps, making scientist point their 

fingers at the bottles rather than the water 

itself. 

 However, the industrial processes 

aren’t fully to blame for the contaminated 
water. Evidence to support this is that 

clothing loses lots of polyester fibres when 

washed. One example of this is a fleece 

that loses 250,000 

fibres per wash.  

This waste water 

then goes to the 

ocean as the  

microplastics  

are too small to  

be filtered out at  

water treatment 

plants. Another  

reason why microplastics are in the ocean 

is the fact that clothing, that has been 

thrown away (and gone to landfill), lose 

fibres as they get crushed and break apart. 

If it was just a few kilos of clothes then the 

issue would be manageable, however, the 

UK alone disposes of 1.5 million tons of 

waste every single year! This could be  

because of the new ‘fast fashion’ business 
model that has descended on our society. 

But no matter what is causing it, it is a 

serious issue. 

 At the moment WHO have not done 

enough research into finding out if there 

are any long term health issues, but we 

can be sure that as more and more plastic 

is deposited into the ocean then the 

amount of microplastics in the water  

certainly won’t decrease. 

I 
magine Britain, a place where you  

cannot breathe without inhaling toxic 

pollutants. This will be our country if 

we don’t do something about our  
pollution issue, according to some  

scientists. 

 The Government has said that by 2040 

they want all petrol and diesel cars to be 

abolished from our roads. This will lead to 

a big push on getting electric cars on the 

road instead of their petrol and diesel 

equivalents. But why the change?  

 Well, if we continue the way we are 

going we will pollute Britain so much, it 

will become a desolate wasteland with no 

inhabitants claim some scaremongers. 

 Add the fact that we continue to cause 

air pollution through domestic emissions, 

such as the burning of coal and wood in 

our homes, that some people argue the 

black smog will eventually envelope the 

country leading to chronic health  

conditions. 

 

 

W 
ould you like to be able to 

charge an electric car in 

minutes rather than hours?  

Or charge your smartphone in seconds? 

Well this is the result of the new batteries 

the Super Capacitors, but the question is 

are these batteries fact or fiction? 

 Super capacitors are batteries that 

can be charged very quickly and offload  

energy very quickly too. The way they 

work is quite simple. Instead of  

producing electricity through chemical 

reactions they produce it through  

making electrostatic fields. They are very 

good for providing short bursts of  

energy to start a car engine or to give a 

train a burst of speed. 

 At the moment super capacitors are 

used in 3500 super capacitor powered 

buses in South Korea. The European car 

maker ‘Peugeot’ has been using super 
capacitors in their cars since  

2010. The Lamborghini's Terzo 

Millennio electric supercar 

prototype uses super  

capacitors in its design 

also. They can be used in F1 and other 

motorsports as in the pit stop, a car or 

motorbike can be charged up in a few 

seconds.  

 Overall, these batteries are very  

promising for our future. Even in these 

early days we are seeing great promise 

with these amazing batteries!  

Bottled water  
a serious danger? 
Article by Oliver 

Poisonous  
air in  
London 

Article by Connor 

New super capacitors: FACT OR FICTION? 
Article by Connor 

Environment 

Technology 
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Sport 

T 
he winter Olympics for para  

athletes has already begun and 

many of us wonder how these 

incredible athletes do what they do 

when we can barely stand up on a 

snowboard without falling. Well these 

athletes are who they are today by being 

brave and never losing hope on their 

ambitions, as well as putting in hours of 

lots of hard training.   

 Let me tell you about one of the  

athletes whose going to Pyeongchang 

this year, he’s called Scott Meenagh 
from Great Britain.                                                                                                                                            

 Less than two years after taking up 

skiing, the 28 year old from Scotland is 

preparing to take up some grueling 

challenges in the cross country and  

biathlon events. Usually the pathway for 

a newcomer to become an elite  

competitor in the sport is usually 8-10 

years, however Meenagh has exceeded  

expectation by qualifying for 

Pyeongchang in a particularly short 

timescale and is set to take part in six 

events across the two disciplines. 

 Sadly, Scott lost both of his legs after 

stepping on an IED (which stands for 

improvised explosive device) while he 

was serving with the army in  

Afghanistan. He used to play in an  

under-18 rugby team, but after the  

accident he took up rowing as part of his  

rehabilitation and became part of the GB 

para-rowing squad, narrowly missing out 

on a place at the Rio games. However he 

did get to represent his country in the 

sport at the 2014 and 2016 Invictus 

Games as well as an athletics event in 

2017.  

 As well as this being an exciting  

opportunity for him it will also be  

exciting for Great Britain to watch as 

Scott is performing Nordic skiing which 

will be Britain’s first Paralympic  
representative in the sport for 20 years! 

 From this story, you should take 

away that if you’re determined in what 
you do then you can succeed and  

always, always never give up as good 

things can come out of a bad situation. 

W 
hile watching the 2018  

Olympic games in 

Pyeongchang, I wondered, 

how do the athletes get as good as  

they are? and how do they have the  

perseverance to train long and hard 

hours in the snow, as well as, getting 

back up after falling or getting  

disqualified in an event you’ve been 
training so hard for? 

 Well, today I am writing about an 

inspirational 14 year old teenage girl 

called Saylor O’Brien who suffers with 
spina bifida; but that doesn’t stop her 
sailing downhill at high speeds and  

winning many medals! 

 Saylor is a part of the Paralympic 

alpine development team and is the 

youngest member. She has been skiing 

since she was three years old and when 

she was ten she told her mum that she 

wanted to compete in the Olympics. She 

has shown stamina and persistence her 

entire life and her family encourages her, 

as well as her other siblings, to find their 

passion and to make their way forward. 

 Saylor is committed to do what it 

takes to improve, participate, and win in 

her chosen sport. To help her deal with 

the pressure of the sport and get 

psyched up for her race; she listens to 

music (mainly rock) by the band Panic at 

the Disco. 

 When doing a race, it is important to 

stay focused to help give you the best 

possible chances of doing well. It is vital 

to stay focused but also relaxed. Saylor  

The story behind our  
winter Paralympic athletes 
Article by Millie 

Teenage skier  
hits the snow  
to conquer  
her ambitions 

Article by Millie 
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S 
tephen Hawking was without a 

doubt a genius. He described  

himself as being bored at the  

beginning of his first year in university, 

and was described by others as being 

bright but not always an exceptional  

student. He would later go onto calculate, 

that he spent something along one hour 

of focus on his study day and the rest on 

his interests (board games to be clear).  

But after being diagnosed with ALS 

(Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) this 

changed and it changed fast. After his 

diagnosis, Stephen Hawking realised that 

he had so much to do, and so threw  

himself into his passion, the study of  

cosmology. 

 Stephen Hawking’s interests resulted 
in many different theories: the theory of 

Black Holes, the theory of Everything, the 

Big Bang theory, his views on God, the 

search for aliens, warnings about artificial 

intelligence and many more, including 

politics.  

 Furthermore, his persistence was so 

strong and inspired so many, that the man 

born in Oxford who was given two and a 

half years to live, became something of a 

celebrity! As his body slowly started to fail 

and he was bound to a wheelchair he  

refused to slow down, receiving awards 

such as: 

Companion of Honour (CH) 

Awarded to a selective few for outstand-

ing achievements. 

Order of the British Empire (CBE) 

Awarded for major contribution to arts  

and sciences working with charitable and  

welfare organizations and public service. 

Fellow of the Royal Society (FRS) 

Awarded to individuals that the Royal  

Society judges to have made a major  

contribution to improvement of natural 

knowledge. 

Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts 

(FRSA) 

Awarded to individuals who the Royal  

Society of Arts judged to have made  

major achievements related to Arts,  

Manufacture and Commerce. 

 No doubt about it –  Stephen  

Hawking’s legacy will live on. A man who 
didn’t fear death, as he had lived with the  
prospect of an early death for the last 49 

years. Without a doubt he changed the 

view on disability, and some would say 

that his life was a juxtaposition – he had, 

after all, an incredible intellect in a failing 

body.  

 He inspired many other sufferers of 

ALS to carry on and not become caught 

up in what they can’t do, but in what they 
can. Here’s to Stephen Hawking. The man 
who lived!  

The genius who lived 
Stephen Hawking 
Article by Prisha 

explains that “you cannot think about 
500 things because your body will not 

know what to do.” To help her deal with 
this she talks with her coach and thinks 

about one thing and then, after the first 

race, her coach will check in with her and 

ask how she did and what they need to 

change next time. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Saylor believes there is always room 

for improvement and credits her  

amazing teammates and coaches, as 

well as her family for helping her  

progress in skiing. She also thanks the 

coaches for helping disabled kids  

physically or mentally to feel special, 

valued and that they can achieve  

anything. 

 She goes to school two to three days 

a week and trains on the other days with 

her team on the slopes. 

 She believes everyone rules their 

own life and no one can tell you ‘you 
can’t’. So the next time you’re  
struggling, say: ‘I can if I work hard’ and 
enjoy it and show resilience and  

determination instead of saying ‘I can’t’, 
as everyone has a talent but some  

people just don’t recognise it yet.  

“Everyone has a talent  
but some people just  

don’t recognise it yet.” 
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Black Panther: 
The best Marvel  
movie ever? 

R 
yan Coogler’s super hero drama is 
unlike any other, featuring aspects 

of intense fight scenes, racial  

oppression and heart pounding family 

drama. But is this the so called ‘best  
Marvel movie ever?’ 
 Black Panther has certainly impressed 

the critics with a solid 7.2/10 on ‘IMDb’,  
an impressive 88% 

on ‘Metacritic’ and 
an unreal 97% on 

‘Rotten Tomatoes’. 
The critics are  

certainly saying 

that it’s an  
amazing movie. 

But does the  

movie live up to 

these reviews?  

 This movie  

definitely has its 

fill of intense heart pounding action, which 

makes other marvel movies look like 

child’s play. The amazing mix of the epic 1 
vs 1 duels, massive destructive wars,  

contrasts with traditional marvel films. As 

instead of fighting with just pure brute 

force, in movies such as ‘The Hulk’ or 
‘Captain America,’ in Black Panther they 

rely on martial arts skills and initiative to 

win a fight. 

 Black Panther does a lot of things  

extremely well, such as the breath-taking 

drama in it not only is the action dynamic 

and utterly amazing but, so is the family 

drama, as the plot unfolds so does his 

father’s dark past. This adds to the whole 
feel of the movie 

as it adds to the  

suspense. 

 A final thing 

that Black Panther 

does well is the 

special effects that 

are in it. Even 

though sometimes 

the scenes may be 

a bit unreal, for 

example the  

hi-tech labs and 

the city may seem a bit unreal,  

nevertheless, you can’t argue with the fact 
that the effects used are spellbinding! 

 Black Panther is, in my view, an  

extremely good movie and was definitely 

a pleasure to watch. I think it’s one of the 
best, if not the best movie that Marvel 

have ever made.  

A 
fter months of rumours, the 

much loved ‘Strictly Come 
Dancing’ couple announced their 

breakup recently. They confirmed this 

when Kevin Clifton stated that: “Privately 
we are not together anymore but  

professionally we are stronger than ever 

before.” They are still planning to go on 
tour together as they claim to still be 

“the best of friends” and want to “give 
back to fans.” 

 Fans started to suspect the couple 

were drifting apparent when they didn’t 
dance with each other on Strictly  

pre-Christmas show in the group dances. 

This angered and shocked many fans, 

raising suspicion about the couple. More  

suspicion arose when the couple spent 

time apart during the Christmas holidays 

to see how to move forward in the New 

Year which ended up being the end of 

their relationship. 

 The couple, however, are still in  

contact and are staying friends, going on 

tour together, with Karen saying that 

they still “…have such strong chemistry.” 
Their aim is to ensure their dancing is the 

talk of the tabloids and that “it’s  
entertaining and inspiring.”  

F 
ashion brand Gucci has kicked off 

2018 with a splash of fantasy!  

Models walked down the catwalk 

holding heads, dragons and snakes in a 

mind-boggling display of the weird and 

wonderful, pioneering the use of sci-fi level 

special effects in the fashion scene. 

 These magical looks are from the  

heavily anticipated Fall Winter 2018  

runway show, and are straight from the 

imagination of the creative director of 

Gucci, Alexander Michele, who used  

inspiration from old fairy tales and English 

tweed to dazzle fashion lovers from all 

over the world. His overall aim is the 

breaking down of binary gender roles 

within the fashion scene. To him there is 

no more just being girls or boys today: 

“Now, we have to decide what we want to 
be.”  
 One of them, a design scene favourite, 

Dwight Hoogendijk, went viral on the web 

holding a replica of his own head as an 

accessory. I don’t know about you but I 
think handbags are out and dragons are in!  

Strictly split Shows iconic couple announce  
split after periods of ‘barely talking’ 

Article by Alice 

Fairy Tale  
Fashion 

Article by Connor 

Article by Catie 
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